The high life
By Jo Baker
An eclectic lounge complete with terrace is something to savour in the heart of central Hong Kong
Floating 25 storeys above Hong Kong's Central business district, with arguably the best terrace view in town, expectations for Sevva were as high as the altitude
it opened at this March. Socialite and entrepreneur Bonnie Gokson had teamed up with US-based Tsao & McKown and Hong Kong's Team HC to create what
she termed, "a place to experience a certain lifestyle... a timeless classic with a twist."
Her vision has a curious versatility. Working with Calvin Tsao, Gokson marked out four distinct areas in the 2,050 square metre space, each a different balance
of flamboyant and classical: two dining areas and a long lounge-gallery encircle a central lift reception, in turn fringed by a wide, wraparound terrace. The
variety of styles, says Gokson, allowed her to represent Hong Kong's cultural mix while pulling in elements from trips abroad. In line with current trends, she
was keen to make the project a lifestyle package, a platform for music, books and design ware. "This will be my interpretation of the Hong Kong I have known,
together with elements from my travels and experiences around the world," she has said. "SEVVA brings back these traditions but entwines them with
modernity.”
The 'taste bar' is the first stage. Modeled around the image of a Japanese bento, or lunch box, the bar is dark and hard edged, but grainy wood and chocolate
leather seating add a little luxe. Soft lights transform it into a cocktail bar later in the evening. Across from the entrance, bright humourous paintings of figures
and fashion by New York painter Gladys Perint Palmer on large glass panels add a quirky Western yin to the Japanese yang.
Gokson was keen to make Sevva a 'second' home to those lucky enough to afford it, and a long, narrow gallery of sofas and coffee table clusters provide space
for kicking back. Colourful fabrics chosen from Dedar, Nina Campbell and Westbury, both plain and in bold stripes, and the mix and matching of scatter
cushions and small leather foot stools gives the area a fun, approachable feel. In one half, concealed planters make a fern-laden vegetation wall. Cow horn
stools from Australia add to the general eclecticism, and appear out on the terrace in larger sizes.
Overlooking the best of Hong Kong's finance architecture, 'Bank Side' caters to the power lunchers with both vista and décor. Luxurious lilac carpeting meets
crystal and mirrored panels, and double height walls offer a surreal touch; oversized photos of palatial interiors by Candida Hoffer. Over on 'Harbour Side' the
palace photography continues, but in a smaller series of black and whites showing 'Chateux des France'. The space is lighter and more casual in shades of ivory,
white and creamy yellows, with classical black accents. A black baby grand piano and an ornate black mirror made from cardboard are focal points, as is the
domed ceiling designed by Australian lighting artist, Ruth McDermott. In both dining areas a slightly raised platform at one end can be cordoned off for private
diners or turned into a stage - or even fashion show changing room - for events.
This busy, textured kaleidoscope is tempered outside with the terrace - where the designers have fittingly demurred to the view. Here simple wood work in
masculine grey meets pared down furniture clusters and classic table sets.
Structural limitations made this a challenging project for the architects involved - it had originally been planned as an office - as did the very specific vision of
the owner. "This is one project that all the designers involved put away their ego and helped Bonnie [realize] her vision," said designer Clarence Chiang of Team
HC. The result is an exuberant, refreshingly eclectic space for Hong Kong, but one with enough finesse to deserve the views and justify the cost of the tea sets.
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SUPPLIERSFlooring: Joyful Sky
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